INTRODUCTION
the microelectrode was further advanced in steps of 200 μm and the same stimulation was 152 applied after every step until an effective stimulation location was found or the electrode tip 153 passed the estimated ventral border of the PMC (total length of the electrode track = 2-3 mm). If 154 the first microelectrode penetration failed to find an effective location, the microelectrode was 155 withdrawn and re-inserted into the pons at a different location 0.5 mm rostral/caudal or 156 medial/lateral to the previous location. Then, the same searching protocol was performed again.
157
Once an effective stimulation location was identified, the microelectrode remained at this 158 location for the rest of the experiment.
159
At the effective location the stimulation intensity to induce a maximal bladder contraction 160 without any other motor response was first determined. At this intensity PMC stimulation of 161 different frequencies (10, 20, 30, 40 , and 50 Hz) was tested to establish the frequency response propranolol treatment, the effects of PNS on PMC stimulation-induced bladder contractions were 180 tested again, which was followed by testing the TNS effects. The effect of a large dose (1 mg/kg) 181 propranolol (5, 8, 11,) can last much longer than the time (about 50-70 minutes) needed for 182 testing PNS and TNS (25) . In another subset of cats (N = 4), S1-S3 dorsal roots were transected 183 bilaterally and the bladder responses induced by PMC stimulation were re-examined. The cats 184 used for different subsets were selected randomly.
186

Data Analysis
187
The maximal amplitude and area under the curve were measured for each bladder 188 contraction and were normalized to the average values of the maximal control contractions that 189 were induced at least twice by PMC stimulation before each treatment (PNS, TNS, propranolol, 190 or dorsal root transection). The data were averaged across animals under the same conditions and contractions was analyzed by two-way ANOVA followed by Bonferroni post-tests.
Maximal Bladder Contractions Induced by PMC Stimulation of Different Frequencies
199
At the maximal stimulus intensity (55.4±5.7 V, N=12 cats) that did not induce an 
PNS and TNS Effect on Bladder Contractions Induced by PMC Stimulation
208
PNS or TNS of 5 Hz and 2-4T intensity did not induce any bladder contraction when they 209 were applied continuously to modulate bladder contractions induced by PMC stimulation. The 210 Min, Mid, and Max bladder contractions induced by PMC stimulation at three different 211 intensities were suppressed during PNS (Fig.2, N=12 cats) but not during TNS (Fig.3, N=10 212 cats). No difference was observed when the data were separately analyzed between male and 213 female cats. 2T and 4T PNS significantly (p < 0.05) reduced the maximal amplitude of the Min,
214
Mid, and Max bladder contractions (Fig.2B ) and the area under the curve of the Mid and Max 215 bladder contractions (Fig.2C) . The amplitude of the Max bladder contraction was significantly (p 216 < 0.01) reduced by 26.8%±7.7% or 42.7%±7.5% during 2T or 4T PNS, respectively (Fig.2B) ; 217 while the area under the curve of the Max bladder contraction was significantly reduced by 218 34.4%±7.0% (p < 0.05) or 47.9%±8.2% (p < 0.01) respectively (Fig.2C ).
On the other hand, neither 2T nor 4T TNS suppressed the bladder contractions induced 220 by PMC stimulation (Fig.3) ; but 4T TNS significantly (p < 0.01) increased the maximal 221 amplitude of the Mid bladder contraction (Fig.3B) as well as the area under the curve of the Mid 222 and Max bladder contractions (Fig.3C) . 
Effect of Dorsal Root Transection on Bladder Contractions Induced by PMC Stimulation
237
Bilateral transection of the S1-S3 dorsal roots did not suppress the bladder contractions 238 induced by PMC stimulation (Fig.7A) . On the contrary, the maximal amplitude and the area under the curve of the bladder contractions were enhanced slightly although they were not 240 statistically significant (Fig.7B and Fig.7C , N=4 cats). (Fig.4) . These data are consistent with the results of previous studies (18, 27, 32) 
251
indicating that PNS and TNS modulate reflex bladder activity via different mechanisms.
252
In this study the afferent pathway of the spinobulbospinal micturition reflex was intact in 253 the majority of the experiments; and the sacral S1-S3 dorsal roots were only cut at the end of a 254 subset experiments. Therefore, the bladder contractions induced by PMC stimulation could 255 activate the bladder afferents that might enhance the PMC stimulation-induced bladder 256 contractions. However, the contribution of bladder afferent activity to PMC stimulation-induced contractions were not reduced by transecting of the S1-S3 dorsal roots bilaterally to eliminate bladder afferent input (Fig.7) ; (2) to an initial bladder contraction (see Fig.8 ). Unfortunately, it was not possible to test PNS 
286
On the other hand a recent study (14) in rats showed that bladder inhibition induced by 287 mechanical stimulation of the perineum which activates pudendal nerve afferents is not mediated 288 by sympathetic reflex activity but rather occurs by inhibitory mechanisms in the central nervous 289 system (see Fig.8 ). The different mechanisms might be due to species differences (rat vs. cat) or 
298
It is noteworthy that TNS which inhibits reflex bladder activity (27, 28) did not inhibit 299 the PMC-induced bladder contractions (Fig.3) . Thus it is likely that TNS produces inhibition by 300 acting on the ascending afferent limb of the micturition reflex pathway or in the brain but not on 301 the descending limb (Fig.8) . However the present experiments also revealed a facilitatory effect 302 of TNS that weakly enhanced the bladder contractions induced by PMC stimulation (Fig.3 ). This 303 effect was eliminated after administration of propranolol which also produced a small but not 304 statistically significant increase in the contractions evoked by PMC stimulation (Fig.4) . These propranolol-sensitive β-adrenergic mechanism which is very likely produced in the detrusor 326 muscle via reflex firing in lumbar sympathetic nerves (Fig.8) . The experiments did not provide 327 any evidence that PNS or TNS inhibits the descending limb of the micturition reflex pathway.
328
These results provide new evidence in additional to previous reports (27, 18, 32) Propranolol completely removed PNS inhibition indicating that PNS reflexly activated lumbar sympathetic pathways to inhibit bladder contractions via a -adrenergic mechanism in the detrusor. Meanwhile, central inhibitory pathways with direct synaptic connections (represented by the dashed lines) to the sacral parasympathetic neurons (SPN) innervating the bladder do not play a major role in TNS or PNS inhibition under the conditions of our experiments because: (1) tibial nerve stimulation did not inhibit PMC stimulation-induced bladder contraction; (2) PNS inhibition was completely removed by propranolol treatment. The ascending and descending limbs of the spinobulbospinal micturition reflex relayed through the PMC and activated by A -fiber bladder afferents are shown on the right side of the figure.
